NADZIRANIM

Size/Type: Medium Humanoid (Darkspawn).
Abilities: +2 Dex, +2 Con, +8 Int, +4 Wis, +4 Cha.  (I'm assuming that the default Nadziran has Str 10, Dex 12, Con 12, Int 18, Wis 14, Cha 14, with the elite array [+4, +4, +2, +2, +0, -2] arranged to give the stats in the book.  There is no canonical reason to do this, except that to do it this way makes PC Nadziranim far less formidable!)
Speed: 30 feet.
Racial Endurance Dice: Nadziranim have four humanoid Endurance dice.  This grants them Base Combat Skill +3, base saves +1/+1/+4 and 4d8 Endurance.  They are automatically proficient with all one-handed weapons and with light armour (but not shields).  Due to their racial Endurance dice, they do not maximise their Endurance from their first class level.
Racial Skills: Nadziranim gain 7x (2 + Int mod) skill points.  Their racial skills are Concentration, Craft, Handle Animal, Knowledge (all skills, taken individually), Occult, Profession, Perception and Stealth.  Nadziranim usually select Craft (Alchemy) and Knowledge (Arcana & Occult).  They always have all Craft, Knowledge and Profession skills as individual class skills, no matter what class levels they take.  Due to their racial skills, they do not quadruple their skills points from their first class level.
Natural Armour: Nadziranim have a +6 natural armour bonus to AC.
Darkvision: Nadziranim have darkvision to 60 feet range.
Right-Handed Magic (Sp): Nadziranim are born to be unparalleled masters of the Right-Handed Path.  They have all Three Pacts and may use the Vilefire, Bolts of Pain, Dark Alliance and True Power I - III class abilities as a 4th-level Dark Cultist of Naar.  They may stack any levels in Dark Cultist (of a different god) or half their levels in Righ-Handed Sorcerer with their innate spell-casting.  For instance, both a Nadziran 6th-level Dark Cultist of Xhagvash and a Nadziran 12th-level Right-Handed Sorcerer are also considered 10th-level Naarite cultists.
They also gain the Mantle of Darkness and Withering Blast spells (both Tier I - Naar) as mentioned on p.117 of The Darklands.
Magical Combat (Su): Nadziranim have a Base Magical Combat Skill equal to their Base Combat Skill when casting spells or using effects from magical items.
Psychic Combat (Su): All Nadziranim are versed in Psychic Combat.  They may use all combat actions (including telepathy) and have instinctive shields.  They have a base Willpower equal to their Wisdom score plus their Endurance dice and may refocus once per day per Wisdom mod, restoring Willpower equal to their Wisdom score.  They refresh all their Willpower by resting for 8 hours.
Advancement: Nadziranim advance by taking levels in the Dark Cultist, Expert or Right-Handed Sorcerer classes.
Level Adjustment: +4. Nadziranim characters count as 8th-level characters (4 ED + 4 LA) for the purpose of considering how powerful they are to play and how much experience they need to level. Their actual Endurance dice still determine their combat skill, saves, maximum skill points etc.
Advancement: Nadziranim advance by taking levels in the Dark Cultist, Expert or Right-Handed Sorcerer classes. A sample Expert is presented below. 


EXPERT (Dark Scholar) 

Class skills: Craft (Alchemy), Occult & Use Magic Device. Being Nadziranim, they also get all Craft, Knowledge and Profession skills as class skills. 
Skill points: 6 + Int mod per level. 
Dark Alchemy: Their knowledge of evil magic grants them a power identical to Dessi Alchemy, allowing them to use Craft (Alchemy) to make the listed potions. They do not gain the free rank in Craft (Alchemy) that Dessi Alchemy normally gives though. 
Eclectic Studies: Due to their endless studies into all kinds of magic, they learn how to replicate one of the spells used by the Brotherhood of the Crystal Star. They gain all three Tiers of the spell, but do not gain access to the Word or Greater Word effects. 


NADZIRANIM, ELDER

As the Nadziranim race, but with the following adjustments.

Size/Type: Medium Humanoid (Darkspawn, Incorporeal).
Abilities: Str - (ethereal only), Cha +2.  Being incorporeal, their Strength score only applies during ethereal encounters or when they have assumed flesh-form.
Deflection: As incorporeal beings, Elder Nadziranim have no natural armour bonus to AC and gain their Charisma modifer as a deflection bonus to their AC (minimum +1).  During ethereal encounters or whilst in flesh-form, they have their normal natural armour bonus.
Flesh-form (Ex): An Elder Nadziran can only assume corporeal form in a few limited ways.  The usually permanent option is to have one's minions create a flesh body with the spawning pits.  A less permanent option is to take over a willing (or recently dead) creature's body.  Possession of living creatures lasts for a maximum of one day per Wisdom modifier of the Nadziran (once the host accepts possession, they cannot force out the Nadziran), but can repeated if the host is willing.  Possession of corpses lasts for one day per Constitution modifier of the Nadziran or until the body rots and becomes unusable.  In all cases, a Nadziran in flesh-form regains their natural Strength score (regardless of the form they are wearing), loses the incorporeal subtype and is subject to all the usual penalties of the flesh (hunger, thirst, poison, disease etc.)
Mind Control (Sp): Elder Nadziranim have greatly honed their mental faculties whilst existing as beings of malign thought and can exert great influence over people's minds.  When they have three levels in Expert (Dark Scholar), Dark Cultist or Right-Handed Sorcerer, they can use Mental Coercion (Dessi Enchantment, p.53).  When they have six such levels, they can also use Mental Probe.  They still expend Endurance as normal.  Their equivalent Dessi level for these effects is equal to their innate Naarite Cultist level.
Telekinesis (Sp): Elder Nadziranim also have the psychic ability to move objects with their minds, an essential ability for an incorporeal race and still useful even in corporeal form.  If they have 3 ranks in Concentration and at least one other class level (Exp, DC or RHS), they can use Tier I of the Kai Discipline Mind Over Matter (p.38).  With 6 ranks Concentration and at least two such class levels, they can use Tier II of Mind Over Matter.  Tier III comes with 9 ranks and three levels, Tier IV with 12 ranks and four levels and Tier V with 15 ranks and five class levels (which still expends Endurance).
Level Adjustment: +5.  Elder Nadziranim without class levels are counted as 9th-level characters for the purposes of levelling and adventuring, but as 4 ED creatures for the purposes of combat, skills, saves etc.  (This LA may seem low, but the added telepathic powers are unavailable to non-advanced Elder Nadziranim and the significant bonuses from incorporeality will not often apply if the character wishes to fully participate in the world.)


1 - Zutgorak-Gug (Monster-blue [Blue Spawn])
2 - Zutgorak-Shug (Monster-green [Green Spawn])
3 - Zutgorak-Staz (Monster-yellow [Yellow Spawn])
4 - Zutgorak-Hel (Monster-black [Black Spawn])
5 - Zutgorak-Ak (Monster-red [Red Spawn])
6 - Taag-ekar (Kill-begin [Necrophyte])
7 - Ziran-ekar (Wizard-begin [Apprentice])
8 - Zazgog-ekar (Temple-begin [Initiate])
9 - Zazgog-ziran (Temple-wizard [Acolyte])
10 - Gugziran (Wizard-blue [Blue Ziran])
11 - Shugziran (Wizard-green [Green Ziran])
12 - Stazziran (Wizard-yellow [Yellow Ziran])
13 - Helziran (Wizard-black [Black Ziran])
14 - Akziran (Wizard-red [Red Ziran])
15 - Taag-ziran (Kill-wizard [Necrologist])
16 - Nadul-kaggaz Kookarziran (Night-fire Champion-wizard [Nightfire Adept])
17 - Gajgour Kookarziran (Die-cold Champion-wizard [Deathfrost Adept])
18 - Ezog-kaggaz Kookarziran (Disease-fire Champion-wizard [Balefire Adept])
19 - Nadul Konkor (Night Hunter)
20 - Shadziran-Gug (Soldier-wizard-blue [Blue Warlock])
21 - Shadziran-Shug (Soldier-wizard-green [Green Warlock])
22 - Shadziran-Staz (Soldier-wizard-yellow [Yellow Warlock])
23 - Shadziran-Hel (Soldier-wizard-black [Black Warlock])
24 - Shadziran-Az (Soldier-wizard-red [Red Warlock])
25 - Nad-edaz-ziran (Dark map-wizard [Dark Librarian])
26 - Taag-oknar (Kill-officer [Necromaster])
27 - Nadul-kaggaz Oknar (Night-fire Officer [Nightfire Master])
28 - Gajgour Oknar (Die-cold Officer [Deathfrost Master])
29 - Ezog-kaggaz Oknar (Disease-fire Officer [Balefire Master])
30 - Nad-akag Oknar (Dark-defence Officer [Dark Arts Master])
31 - Shadziran-Nad (Soldier-wizard Dark [Dark Warlock])
32 - Shadziran-Adez (Soldier-wizard Blood [Blood Warlock])
33 - Shadziran-Kookar (Soldier-wizard Champion [Warlock Champion])
34 - Zazgog Oknor (Temple leader [Councillor])
35 - Edaz-ziran Oknor (Map-wizard Officer [Arcanist])
36 - Gudjagziran (Great-wizard [Magister])
37 - Nad-oknor (Dark-officer [Dark Master])
38 - Adez-oknor (Blood-officer [Blood Master])
39 - Gudjag-edaz-oknor (Great-map-officer [Loremaster])
40 - Jag-jeg-Naar (Right-take-Naar [Right Hand of Naar])

